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pPredict the subsequent event given an existing script event context
pImportant for narrative understanding, event prediction, story/dialog generation…
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Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008 and Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016 
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pEvent pair-based methods
pPMI: [Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008]
pBigram: [Jans et al., 2012] 
pEventComp: [Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016] 

pEvent chain-based methods
pBilinear and LSTM Language Models
pPairLSTM: [Wang et al., 2017]
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ØEvent pair or event chain may lead to 
some bias due to the sparsity of events.

ØRich and dense connections among 
events are not fully exploited.

ØPotential solution: network 
representation learning on event graph 
structure.
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(a) Given an event context (A, B, C), choose the subsequent event from D and E.

(b) Training event chains. (c) Event graph based on event chains in (b). 
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Step One: Construct a 
narrative event 
evolutionary graph (NEEG) 
based on extracted 
narrative event chains

Step Two: Network 
Representation Learning using
a scaled graph neural network 
(SGNN) to solve the inference 
problem on the event graph



 

pExtract narrative event chains
pThe same extraction pipeline as Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016

pExploit a suitable event representation
pPredicate-GR: (eats, subj)
pAbstract and is a generalization of many concrete events

pConstruct NEEG 
pRegard each predicate-GR bigram in the training event chains as a directed edge, compute 

the probability as :
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The whole event graph has 0.1M
nodes and 6.18M directed edges.



 Network Representation Learning 
pLearn the initial event representations

p Given an event and the word embeddings of its verb and arguments �get the 
representation of the whole event by a mapping function

13



 Network Representation Learning 
pUpdate event representations using SGNN

pInputs to SGNN are two matrices ℎ(#) and Α

14

ℎ(#) contains the initial context 
and subsequent candidate 
events vectors.

Α is the corresponding 
subgraph adjacency matrix:



 Network Representation Learning 
pUpdate event representations using SGNN

pSGNN behaves like the widely used gated recurrent unit (GRU)

15



 Network Representation Learning 
pChoose the correct subsequent event

16

The relatedness score between the
i-th context event and the j-th
candidate event is calculated by:

The likelihood of  given 
can be calculated as

Then we choose the correct 
subsequent event by
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pDataset: NYT Portion of the 
Gigaword

pEvaluation: multiple choice narrative cloze
(MCNC)
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1.Embedding and neural network-based models 
achieve significantly better results than PMI and 
Bigram.

2.Graph-based models achieve better results than 
pair and chain-based models.

3.SGNN achieves the best single model performance.
4.Combination of SGNN, EventComp and PairLSTM 

achieves the best combined performance.
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1.SGNN quickly reaches a stable 
high accuracy.

2.SGNN outperforms PairLSTM 
from start to the end. 
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pWe propose constructing narrative event evolutionary graph (NEEG) to 
solve the problem of script event prediction.

pWe present a Scaled Graph Neural Network (SGNN) to model the event 
interactions and learn better event representations.

pExperimental results show that our model achieves the best performance.
22
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pExtend the given event context

pDynamic information flow on the graph by modeling the edges

pLearning subgraph embedding instead of node embeddings

23
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